
In the last issue of Island Tides, I documented how the
Harper administration has made it far harder to come to
Canada—whether as a permanent resident or refugee. Even

more disturbing have been the many ways that Stephen Harper
has undermined the fundamental principles of citizenship.
Before Harper, being a citizen of Canada was a solid concept.
Canadians abroad, even those convicted of murder, could count
on Canada’s help to press for their return to Canada to complete
their sentence. Previous governments used to lobby hard to save
the lives of Canadians in US jails on death row. Maybe that was
Stephen Harper’s trial balloon—failing those Canadian citizens,
knowing the public outcry might be muted. 
Slowly but surely, Canadians abroad realized their

government did not have their back. Canadian Brenda Martin,
jailed in 2006 in Mexico, complained that no one from the
Canadian Embassy had offered help for years. More recently
Canadian-Egyptian journalist Mohamed Fahmy complained
that Canada had not worked to obtain his release from a Cairo
jail. His Australian colleague Peter Greste was released due to
direct intervention by Australia’s prime minister. He was in a
Cairo jail for more than a year and now awaits the verdict from
his retrial on bail, but held in Egypt. He hoped for a release and
return to Canada, but our government would not send him his
passport. The sense that being a Canadian citizen no longer
engaged your government when you were in trouble began to
grow.
Then there have been the bizarre events surrounding the

issue of ‘lost Canadians’ with the Harper administration taking
the view that there was no such thing as Canadian citizenship
prior to 1948. Vancouver activist Don Chapman has led the
charge on this issue, while one million Canadians have
effectively been denied recognition of their citizenship—
including thousands of our war dead.
The assault on citizenship has continued with the

Conservatives passing bill after bill that undermine our concept
of citizenship. The first of these is the FATCA—Foreign
Accounts Tax Compliance Act. It essentially defines any
Canadian with US connections (even those short of dual
citizenship) as a lesser Canadian, subject to the CRA demanding
every bank and credit unions search their records and hand any
information to CRA that suggests a Canadian citizen might also

be a US person. Then that information is secretly given to the
US Internal Revenue Service. As noted Constitutional law
expert, Peter Hogg, warned the Minister of Finance in a
December 12, 2012, letter, these measures are clearly
unconstitutional: ‘To the extent that any implementing
legislation adopts provisions similar to those found in the Model
IGA [Intergovernmental Agreement], in my opinion, the
legislation would violate section 15 of the Charter...The source
of this problem is the fact that the Model IGA requires financial
institutions to treat people differently based on such innate
characteristics as place of birth or citizenship.’
But that was just the beginning of Harper’s creation of two-

tiered citizenship rights. We now have a law that allows the
government to strip Canadians of their citizenship if convicted
of a terrorism offence. Even the Globe and Mailargued that this
was the sort of thing associated with despotisms, not
democracies.
Still, Bill C-24, the ‘Strengthening Canadian Citizenship Act’

is now law. It allows the federal minister of citizenship to revoke
citizenship. Due to international conventions to prevent the
creation of a stateless person, no government can do this unless
it can make a case that someone has another country that will
recognize its citizenship. So someone born of a parent with
British citizenship might be plausibly considered a dual citizen.
With the murky so-called terrorism offences of C51 it is possible
(although admittedly not likely) that a minister of citizenship
could strip someone of their citizenship for ‘promotion of
terrorism in general’. This undefined offense could result in a
terrorism-related conviction for activities on the internet.
Combined with the no fly list provisions of C-51, a Canadian
citizen could be visiting family abroad, find they have lost
Canadian citizenship, be barred from their flight home, and
might, due to the information sharing provisions of the bill, find
themselves charged or subjected to torture based on allegations
that would not stand up in a Canadian court.
One of Canada’s most dedicated advocates for the rule of law,

Toronto lawyer Rocco Galati, has challenged the
constitutionality of this law. ‘Once you are a citizen, you are a
citizen,’ said Galati. 
He told the court, ‘the issue is whether it can be taken away

without your consent with the natural-born and naturalized
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citizens...The government does not have the authority to
legislate on this issue.’ (the case, argued in October, awaits a
decision.)
The matter of citizenship should never be political. It must

be based on facts. You are born here or you are naturalized a
Canadian citizen. Canadian citizens who violate the law go to
jail. But to create the notion that citizenship can be revoked for
anything other than fraud in obtaining that citizenship is to
move into a shifting and uncertain understanding of what it is
to be Canadian. 0
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